Diffusion and kinetic effects in the spherical expanding ows of argon-helium mixtures have been studied using the direct simulation Monte Carlo technique at the Knudsen numbers from 0.0015 to 0.03 and pressure ratios from 100 to 10,000. Similarity analysis was used to analyze the ow structure in supersonic ow region, spherical shock wave, and subsonic area behind it. Both kinetic and diffusion effects in uence the shock-wave thickness, parallel and transverse species temperatures, diffusion velocities, the effectiveness of species separation, and ambient gas penetration. In the supersonic region the effect of "freezing" the parallel temperature has been found in all considered cases. The temperature freezing comes rst for heavier molecules of argon. The transverse temperature for both species follows the temperature in the isentropic expansion. Accumulation of the hot light (helium) component occurs in the leading front of the spherical shock wave. The multitemperature regime of the ow inside the shock wave is found and studied using the similarity factor, which is based on the ratio of stagnation pressures calculated at critical-source-ow and background conditions. 
Nomenclature

Introduction T
HE spherical expansion of a binary gas mixture into a ooded space can be considered as an important theoretical model 1 for studying separation processes in the axisymmetric jets. Gusev and Klimova 2 and Gusev et al. 3 have found that at large distances from the nozzle exit the isentropic ow in a jet asymptotically approaches, along each ray starting from the center of the nozzle exit, the ow from some equivalent spherical source having an intensity that varies from ray to ray. Diffusive processes have a signi cant effect on the structure of a low-density gas mixture ow in underexpanded freejets.
1;4¡6 The ow of a binary gas mixture from a spherical source was studied by Skovorodko and Chekmarev, 7 Gusev and Riabov, 8 and Riabov 9 by analyzing the numerical and asymptotic solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. The phenomenon of background gas penetration into underexpanded freejets was described by Brook et al., 6 Skovorodko and Chekmarev, 7 and Gusev and Riabov. 8 The results could be used in studies of the separation of gas species and isotopes. 10;11 The areas of the shock waves in such ows could not be accurately studied by using the continuum equations. The kinetic approach should be applied in this case. The normal shock-wave structure in binary gas mixture was studied by Center, 12 Abe and Oguchi, 13 Harnet and Muntz, 14 and Bochkarev et al. 15 and Bochkarev and Prikhodko. 16 The direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) technique was used by Bird 17¡19 to study ow with the normal shock waves. The systematic analysis of the diffusive processes in expanding ows based on the DSMC method has not been provided yet.
In the present study kinetic and diffusion effects in the spherical expanding ows of argon-helium mixtures have been studied using the DSMC technique 19;20 at the Knudsen numbers (based on the sonic radius of the spherical source r ¤ / from 0.0015 to 0.03 and stagnation pressure ratios P D p 0¤ = p a from 100 to 10,000. The similarity analysis 3;21 and analytical asymptotic techniques 8;9 were used to study the ow structure. The objective of this study is that it presents a similarity analysis to provide important physicalinterpretations, which can be useful for understanding complex numerical simulation results.
Spherical Inviscid Gas Flow
At rst, we consider the steady expansion of an inviscid gas mixture from a spherical source of radius r ¤ and sonic conditions. The Euler conservation equations 8 can be transformed to the following system of equations:
where x D r ¤ =r and the dependent variables of velocity u and temperature T are made dimentionless relative to their critical values at Mach number M D 1. Velocity and temperature can be found from Eqs. (1) and (2) numerically, that is, by using the Newton-Raphson iterative method. The Mach number M is
As an example, distributionsof Mach number, numerical density, and mole fraction of argon along (solid lines) the radial coordinate r at pressure ratio P D p 0¤ = p a D 100 are shown in Figs. 1-3 , respectively. The spherical inviscid gas ow could be separated by the coordinate 3 r C of the spherical shock wave into two regions: supersonic ow area at r ¤ < r < r C and subsonic one at r > r C , where r C can be expressed as
For monatomic gas we have°D 5=3 and C D 1:1963. Therefore, the main changes of ow characteristics are expected at r ¼ R a , which is the critical effective radius of the spherical source for the subsonic branch of the ow behind the spherical shock wave.
The ratio of total (stagnation) pressures P D p 0¤ = p a can be also used for estimating the difference of entropy across a shock wave 22 :
Therefore, parameters R a and P will play an important role in the study.
Transonic Inviscid Flow Solution
The solution of Eqs. (1) and (2) is singular at the sonic spherical source surface, and it cannot be used as a boundary condition in a numerical method. In the vicinity of the point x D 1, the inviscid ow is transonic and can be represented by the following solution 8 of Eqs. (1) and (2):
The case of transonic viscous ow near the sonic sphericalsource surface was considered by Gusev and Riabov 8 and Riabov 9 in detail.
Hypersonic Inviscid Flow Solution
For a inviscid gas ow in a hypersonic region, the following asymptotic solution 8;9 of Eqs. (1) and (2) was found:
where the dependent variables are made dimensionless relative to their critical values at Mach number M D 1. Using Eqs. (4), (11) , and (12), we can nd the asymptoticsolution for Mach number M À 1 along the radius of a spherical symmetric nonviscous gas ow at large distances r À r ¤ :
Spherical Expansion of a Viscous Binary Gas Mixture
Consider the spherical expansion of a viscous binary gas mixture into a ooded space. Following the study of Chapman and Cowling, 23 the system of Navier-Stokes equations and boundary conditions were written for a one-temperature gas mixture in the case of spherical symmetry. 8 The system of equations was solved numerically by the method developed by Gusev and Zhbakova. 24 The solutions 8 obtained for density, velocity, pressure, and temperature are similar to the solutions for a one-component gas. At high Reynolds numbers Re ¤ the ow remains nearly nonviscous at r < R a . The parameters of the mixture at r > R a correlate well with the correspondingparameters 25 in a one-componentgas. The major difference is in the shock-wave front, where there is a considerable increase in the velocity of the light component. The ow structure in the inner supersonic region (r < R a / could be studied in terms of the asymptotic analysis. 8;9 Here, the ow remains close to ideal. The differences become signi cant in the regions with the large magnitudes of function derivatives near the critical source surface and the leading front of the shock wave.
It 8;23 in the hypersonic zone was found by Gusev and Riabov 8 and Riabov 9 in the case of binary mixtures. The method of deformable coordinates 26 was used. The ow parameters were made dimensionless with respect to their values on the critical surface of the ideal source. These new dependent and independent variables were introduced:
After substituting these variables into the Navier-Stokes equations and taking R D 0:75Re ¤ ! 1, we obtain solutions of the equations
The expressions for H and W in Eqs. (16) and (17) are the same as the solutions for a one-component gas. 25;26 Functions H and W do not contain a heavier-speciesmole fraction f as a parameter. As X ! 1, the solution (16-18) asymptotically approaches solution (3), (11) , and (12) for an ideal gas.
The result of calculations of Mach number M by using solutions (4) and (15) (16) (17) is presented in Fig. 1 
DSMC Method
The DSMC method 19;27 and code 19 (modi ed for ows with spherical symmetry) have been used in this study of spherical lowdensity binary gas mixture ows. Molecular collisions in the argonhelium mixture are modeled using the variable-hard-sphere(VHS) molecular model. 19;27 The inner boundary conditions for mole fraction of argon f , velocity u, temperature T , and number density n have matched the transoniccontinuumsolutionsat r=r ¤ D 1:05 [see Eqs. (3) and (7) (8) (9) , respectively]and selected values of Knudsen number Kn ¤ . The outer boundary conditions for these functions have been established from the subsonic continuum solutions [see Eqs. (1-3) and (9)] at distances far behind the shock wave r=R a D 4 and the various xed values of the pressure ratio p 0¤ = p a . In particular, here we assume f D f a , T D T a D 293 K, and n D n a , which corresponds to the selected value of the pressure ratio. The velocity u is calculated from the mass conservation principle ½ a ur
¤ . Initial state of the ow was a vacuum. Code validation was established by using the methodology of Bird 19 and Gimelshein et al. 28 The most important parameters of the kinetic approach (mesh size, number of simulating molecules, and time step) have been varied to obtain a reliable solution. The DSMC calculation of the spherically symmetrical ow was performed for four different sets of numerical parameters at Knudsen number Kn ¤ D 0:015, pressure ratio p 0¤ = p a D 100, and mole fraction of heavy component f ¤ D 0:5. The following values of the total number of cells and molecules were used for each set, respectively: 1) 1000 and 13,080; 2) 2000 and 25,380; 3) 4000 and 51,630; and 4) 10,000 and 109,720. Figures 1-3 show the calculated Mach number, number density, and mole fraction of argon, respectively,for the four different sets of parameters. The distributionsof Mach number (see Fig. 1 ) and number density (see Fig. 2 ) are practically independent from the selected parameter sets. The sensitivity of the solution of the mole fraction of argon (see Fig. 3 ) to the cell size and number of simulated molecules is signi cant in the area of the spherical shock wave. All three considered functions have matched the supersonic and subsonic continuum solutions (solid lines) outside the spherical shock wave at various parameter sets. The fourth DSMC parameter set is assumed to provide a result that is independent of both the number of molecules and the mesh size.
The cell geometry has been chosen to minimize the changes in the macroscopic properties (temperature, pressure, and density) across the individual cell. 19;27 The variation in cell width has been based on the geometric progression principle 19 and de ned by the ratio c D 20 of the width of the cell adjacent to the outer boundary to the width of the cell adjacent to the inner boundary. In all cases the usual criterion 19 for the time step 1t m has been realized: 1 £ 10 ¡10 · 1t m · 1 £ 10 ¡8 s. Under these conditions gasdynamic parameters are converged with respect to the time step. The ratio of the mean separation between collision partners to the local mean free path and the ratio of the time step to the local mean collision time have been well under unity over the ow eld.
Expansion of a Gas Mixture into a Vacuum
The DSMC results of the gas-mixtureexpansion (under the critial sonic conditionsand the value of the argon mole fraction f Ar;¤ D 0:5/ from a spherical source into a vacuum (as the outer boundary) are shown in Fig. 4 major effect of freezing the parallel temperature can be observed. Bird 19 and Cercignani 29 discussed the freezing effect for onecomponent gas in detail. The point of a very gradual rise of the paralleltemperatureabovethe continuumvalue is usually associated with the breakdown of continuum ow in expansions. 19 The numerical results show that the freezing comes rst for heavier molecules of argon at larger values of the Knudsen number (Fig. 4) . The transverse temperature for both species follows the temperature in the isentropic expansion [see solutions (8) and (12)]. The mole fraction of species remains about constant, f Ar D 0:5, along the streamlines.
Expansion of a Gas Mixture into a Flooded Space
The ow pattern is different in the case of gas-mixture expansion into a ooded space. 8 (5), into two regions with signi cantly different properties. In the rst "internal" region at r < R a , the ow is supersonic[see Fig. 1 , where the distributionof Mach number is presented at pressure ratio p 0¤ = p a D 100, and the critical value of M occurs at distance R a =r ¤ D . p 0¤ = p a / 1=2 D 10]. The supersonic ow parameters depend on two similarity factors of Knudsen number Kn ¤ , based on the critical radius of a spherical source r ¤ , and pressure ratio P D p 0¤ = p a (or coordinate R a /. In the second "external" region at r > R a (see Figs. 1 and 5-12 ), there is a subsonic stream that is smoothly adapting to the ambient conditions at the in nity and depends on the Knudsen number Kn a , based on the lengthscale parameter at in nity L D (QU a =4¼°p a / 1=2 , which is the major similarity parameter in the second region. The parameter L can be expressed as a multiple of R a .
Using the de nition of the overall mean free path 18;19 for the mixture of the VHS molecules, the following correlation 20 between major similarity parameters (Kn ¤ and Kn a ) can be found:
Another important similarity factor
3;21 For K 2 D 12:4 (Kn a D 0:17/ the concentration of argon changes insigni cantly in the supersonic region at r ¿ R a (Fig. 5) . Because of the large gradients of the ow parameters in the shock-wave front (Figs. 6 and 9) , the considerable increase in the velocity of the light helium component in this region is realized (Fig. 8) . Accumulation of the light component occurs in the leading front of the spherical shock wave (Fig. 5) , just as in the normal shock-wave case considered by Bird, 19 Zeldovich and Raizer, 30 and Nagornykh. 31 The enrichment of the mixture with the light component begins with an increase of pressure as it can be observed from comparison of distributionsof mole fractions and pressure shown in Figs. 5 and 6 , respectively.This fact indicates that baro-diffusioneffects dominate in this part of the shock wave. The minimum value of the mole fraction of argon occurs at the location, where the positive pressure gradient is maximum. For near-continuum ow conditions at K 2 D 12:4, the DSMC data (diamonds) correlate with the solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations 8 (shown as right-pointed open triangled in Fig. 5 ) at acceptable accuracy.
In all considered cases the hypersonic stream velocity is slightly different from the maximum speed of the isentropic inviscid ow [solutions (11)] (Fig. 7 ) and correlates well with the velocity predicted by the Navier-Stokes (continuum) approach (Fig. 1) . The pressure ratio signi cantly in uences the thickness of the spherical shock wave, which can be measured differently by using the distributions of the species concentration, pressure, diffusive velocities, and heavy-componentparallel and transverse temperatures (Figs. 5, 6, 8, 11, and 12, respectively) .
In contrast to the plane shock-wave studies, 13¡15;17¡19;30;31 the methodologyof measuringthe thicknessof the sphericalshockwave is still under investigation. Here, the best candidate function is entropy [see Eq. (6) and discussion in Ref. 22] . Unfortunately, at this point the entropy-based parameter could not be developed from the available DSMC data.
With decreasing similarity rarefaction parameter K 2 , the ow pattern is changed dramatically in the shock wave and behind it. For transitional ow regime at K 2 D 1:24.K n a D 1:7/, the diffusion zone (marked by triangles in Figs. 5-12 ) is signi cantly wider than in the case with K 2 D 12:4.K n a D 0:17/ (squares and diamonds). In the region inside and behind the shock wave, a multitemperature regime of the ow is identi ed (Figs. 10-12) . However, the signi cant enrichment of the mixture with the heavy component ( f Ar À f Ar;a / inside the wave front at K 2 = 1.24, described by Gusev and Riabov 8 by means of the continuum concept, was not observed. This fact indicatesthat the solutions 8 of the Navier-Stokes equations are invalid at low values of the similarity rarefaction parameter K 2 that correspond to the high values of Knudsen numbers, Kn a > 1.
In contrast to the one-temperature continuum approach, 1;7;8 the DSMC method allows the simulation of the multitemperature kinetic media (Figs. 9-12 ). The most signi cant differences can be observed in distributions of parallel temperature of argon and helium across the spherical shock wave. The parallel temperature of argon has maximum at r ¼ R a , its maximum value increases with decreasing similarity rarefaction parameter K 2 (Fig. 11) , and this value is larger the ambient gas stagnation temperature T a by the factor of three at K 2 D 1:24.K n a D 1:7/. The parallel temperature of helium (see Fig. 11 ) and species transverse temperatures (Fig. 12) follow the classical temperature pro le. In all considered cases of similarity parameters, helium temperatures increase more rapidly than argon ones in the supersonic part of the shock wave. The situation is reverse in the subsonic zone at r > R a . The gap between species temperatures in this area increases with decreasing similarity rarefaction parameter K 2 (Figs. 10-12 ).
Similarity of Flows Behind the Spherical Shock Wave
Similarity analysis 3;21 has been used to analyze the ow structure in the "external" region at r > R a . The following dimensional parameters are used for normalization purposes: R a , ½ a , U a , p a , and T a . In this case index a refers to the ambient medium conditions at in nity. The renormalized characteristics of the spherical expanding ow in the external region are shown in Figs. 13-18 . All considered ow characteristics(species concentration,pressure, stream and diffusion velocities, overall, species, parallel and transverse temperatures)correlate well in the region (r¸R a / at the same rarefaction parameters (K 2 D 12:4/ and various internal parameters of the Knudsen number Kn ¤ .
In all considered cases, the stream velocity changes in accordance with the law u » .r=R a / ¡2 behind the shock wave ( Fig. 15 ). At r > 0:7R a transverse temperatures of helium follow the overall temperature as shown in Fig. 18 .
Expansion of Argon to Helium and Helium to Argon
The spherical expansion of a binary gas mixture into a ooded space has been analyzed in the case of the presence of a diffusive ux at the in nity r À R a . The numerical results were calculated for the case of the expansion of argon with little helium content The results demonstrate that in both cases the background gas does not penetrate through the shock wave into the inner supersonic region of the ow. This property was noted in experiments of Skovorodkoand Chekmarev. 7 In the consideredcases the continuum approach is not applicable in the ow area behind the shock waves. The discussedphenomenaand the results of previousstudies 8;9 were used for estimating the ow parameters and the axisymmetric jet structure in various aerodynamic applications. 
Conclusions
The direct simulation Monte Carlo and similarity methods have been used in the studies of kinetic and gasdynamic effects in the expanding ows of the argon-helium mixture from a spherical source at sonic conditions. The diffusive effects are signi cant for estimation of the shock-wavewidth, the effectivenessof species separation, and ambient gas penetration. The group of similarity parameters (Kn ¤ , Kn a , K 2 , Re ¤ , and Re a / was found to identify the rarefaction ow regimes. The kinetic effects play a signi cant role in freezing the parallel temperature of the species in the hypersonic zone; in enriching ow with the light (helium) component in the spherical shock wave (with the maximum enrichment on the sonic surface inside the wave at r D R a /, and in abnormally increasing the parallel temperature of the heavier (argon) component in the vicinity of the sonic surface inside the shock wave. The rarefaction parameter K 2 is the major criterion for simulating ows in this area. The problem of an accurate de nition of spherical shock-wave thickness will be addressed in the future study.
